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Résumé : Most Information retrieval systems represent a query, also a document,
as a bag of indexing terms without any relation between each other. This repre-
sentation causes a problem for specialists when they deal with a specific domain
like medical one. This bag based representation may have some lack of precision.
We present an alternative to the bag of indexing terms representation depending
on semantic query structuring, in order to fulfill this need of precision in a speci-
fic domain. This structure of a query is obtained by grouping indexing terms using
pre-defined categories called dimensions. These dimensions represent the different
aspects that could appear in a query or a document. By using this notion, the rele-
vant document to a given query should not only have a maximum number of shared
indexing terms but also have a similar structure. Experimental results show preci-
sion improvement related to the granularity of dimensions and its distribution over
the whole corpus.
Mots-clés : Semantic Query, Structured Query, Conceptual Indexing, Domain On-
tology.

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) are important tools to help domain
specialists to retrieve valuable information from huge quantities of avai-
lable documents. Specialists of a domain, e.g. the medical domain, are the
people who have a good knowledge about the related domain, and they are
capable of building a precise or a well-structured queries, instead of simple
bag of indexing terms 1 queries.

1. Indexing terms differ from system to another, so it can be : word, noun phrase,
n-gram, or concept [5].
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The main shortcoming of nowadays Web search engines and IRSs is the
flat representation of queries and documents, or in other words, a bag of
indexing terms representation. This representation exhibits some lack of
precision for specialists when they deal with a specific domain like me-
dical. As an example of a well-structured query in the medical domain,
assume the fourth query in the ImageCLEF2011 2 collection, q4 is “chest
CT images with emphysema". q4 searches images satisfying the following
properties : their modality is CT (Computerized Tomography), diagnose
emphysema, and concern the chest. In other words, this query can be struc-
tured in three distinct parts : modality represented by “CT images", patho-
logy represented by “emphysema" and anatomy represented by “chest".
Anatomy, pathology and modality are called semantic categories or di-
mensions [7, 3, 12, 13]. The previous example shows that a simple bag of
indexing terms (keywords in this case) query is not sufficient to express
specialists’ queries which have a clear structure. This type of query parti-
tioning or structuring requires an external resource, e.g. a meta-thesaurus,
a knowledge base, which can separate indexing terms over semantic cate-
gories or dimensions.

In this paper, we present a semantic query structuring framework as an
alternative to the bag of indexing terms representation. This new frame-
work aims to fulfill the need of precision in a specific domain like medical.
In addition, it can be used in different domains. We also study the effect of
dimension distribution within a corpus on the retrieval precision. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. We first present some related works in
semantic query structuring in section 2. In section 3 we talk about concep-
tual indexing. In section 4, we present our framework for semantic query
structuring. We report the experimental results in section 5 and conclude
in section 6.

2 Semantic Query Structuring in Literature

Semantic query structuring is used for different purposes in information
retrieval, like searching structured data, reformulating user queries, and
entity search.

The notion of dimensions is proposed in order to navigate a base of
images [7] or a base of textual documents [3]. This navigation is achie-
ved using an interface based on an ontology. This ontology is divided into
different hierarchies and each node in these hierarchies called dimension.

2. http ://www.imageclef.org/
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Each dimension corresponds to a point of view according to which one can
explore the base.

Li et al. [9] use semantic query structuring in order to search structured
data. They tag each term in a query using pre-defined dimensions. Figure
1 shows an example of this tagging operation, where (Brand, Model, Type,
Attribute) are examples of dimensions.

FIGURE 1 – Semantic query structuring example. Each query term (canon,
powershot, sd850, camera, silver) is tagged by a dimension (Brand, Model,
Type, Attribute).

The tagging operation is achieved using a semi-supervised learning me-
thod with Conditional Random Fields, and using two sources of knowledge
and a small amount of manually-labeled queries.

Another example of semantic query structuring is to find multiple facets
or aspects of a query [6]. These facets (called dimensions) are mined out
from top results of a search engine for a given query. For example, the
query “watches", using this method, has five dimensions : brands, gender
categories, supporting features, styles, and colors. These dimensions are
used to improve search experience in many ways : 1- help users to clarify
their intention by reformulating his query, 2- improve the diversity of top
results by re-ranking search results to avoid showing pages that are nearly
duplicated in query dimensions, or 3- can be used in semantic search or
entity search. This method is only suitable for HTML documents.

Radhouani et al.[12, 13], propose a model for semantic query structu-
ring based on conceptual indexing. Basically, they represent documents
and queries by means of concepts 3. Then, they structure these concepts
using dimensions. A dimension of a domain corresponds to a point of view
according to which one can see this domain, e.g. Diseases in the medical

3. “Concepts" can be defined as “Human understandable unique abstract notions in
dependent from any direct material support, independent from any language or informa-
tion representation, and used to organize perception and knowledge" [5].
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domain. The purpose of dimensions is to enhance the precision of infor-
mation retrieval system using a domain knowledge.

In this section, we reviewed three works on semantic query structuring.
These works aim, either to help searching in structured data [9], or to help
users to rewrite their queries [6]. The works that talked about semantic
query structuring to enhance the precision were succeeded to do that in a
very special case without explaining their results. In addition, they used a
version of vector space model in their evaluation which is outdated model
in information retrieval [12, 13]. Our work presented in this paper belongs
to the last work category. Our approach differs from previous works in four
important points : first, it is a precision oriented approach. Second, it does
not need user supervision or training data. Third, we propose a framework
for query structuring with two ways for matching between a structured
query and a document. Last, our experiments are made using up to date
models in information retrieval and with studying the effect of dimensions
distribution over the whole corpus.

3 Conceptual Indexing

Classical techniques for indexing represent documents and queries as a
bag of words or phrases without taking into account the semantics, mea-
ning or the correlation between these words . The main disadvantage of
these techniques is that they depend on the text signal, and not on the mea-
ning [5, 10]. For example, in the medical domain, the two phrases “Atrial
Fibrillation" and “Auricular Fibrillation" have the same meaning. Howe-
ver, by using phrases to represent a document and a query, if one phrase
appears in a document and another one appears in a query that leads to
unmatched document and query. So over the last 20 years, several ap-
proaches attempted to use available knowledge bases and natural language
processing techniques in order to overcome this problem and produce more
meaningful answers [4]. These approaches represent documents and que-
ries by means of concepts. This representation is obtained using concep-
tual indexing. Conceptual indexing is the process of mapping text into the
concepts of an external resource. Therefore, it needs a resource out of do-
cuments and queries and containing concepts and information about them.

The purpose of conceptual indexing is to represent queries and docu-
ments by means of concepts instead of words or phrases. In our framework,
queries and documents are represented by means of concepts. Therefore,
we use conceptual indexing in order to obtain this concept-based represen-
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tation. For a detailed information about conceptual indexing see [5].

4 Semantic Query Structuring Framework

In any IRS, there are three essential components : a query model, a
document model, and a matching function. In our case, we use concepts for
representing queries and documents, so we need an additional component,
contains concepts, which is the external resource. This external resource
not only helps our information retrieval system in the conceptual indexing
process, but also helps it in the semantic query structuring process.

Semantic query structuring aims to build a structured query, instead of a
simple bag of concepts representation. This structure is obtained by map-
ping each concept in a query to a pre-defined semantic category. There-
fore, it requires that our external resource contains a semantic categori-
zation for concepts. This categorization attaches each concept to a more
abstract semantic category. For example, assume that a document contains
the two terms “Adrenal Cortical Hypofunction" and “Hodgkin Disease",
in UMLS 4, these two terms correspond to two concepts, and these two
concepts belong to the same semantic category called :“Disease or Syn-
drome" . Using this idea, documents and queries can be represented by two
semantic levels : concept-level and semantic category-level. We call these
semantic categories dimensions. Therefore, the matching process between
a query and a document will be at concept-level, and also at dimension-
level.

In order to take advantage of this structure, we have two proposals :
• Semantic Levels Matching (SLM), which is based on the following

paradigm : relevant documents to a given query should share not only
the maximum number of concepts but also the maximum number of
dimensions. This method takes into account the similarity between a
document and a query represented by concepts and by dimensions.
Therefore, The Relevance Status Value RSV (d, q) is the fusion of
these two similarities (similarity at concept-level and similarity at
dimension-level). Figure 2 shows an example using this proposal.
• Semantic Dimension Matching (SDM), which depends on the follo-

wing hypothesis : each document dimension answers the part of the
query which corresponds to the same dimension. We partition each
document into sub-documents according to its dimensions. Each sub-

4. Unified Medical Language System. It is a meta-thesaurus in medical domain.
http ://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bookshelf/br.fcgi ?book=nlmumls
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document corresponds to a specific dimension and contains the do-
cument concepts that belong to this dimension. The same for queries.
Figure 3 shows an example using this proposal.

FIGURE 2 – Semantic Levels Matching : RSV is the fusion between the
concept-level similarity of a document d and a query q, and the dimension-
level similarity between d and q.

In the following we formally define all the components of our query
structuring framework. This framework is the tuple (D,E, ϕ,RSV ), where
D is the document collection ; E is an external resource ; ϕ is a concep-
tual indexing function ; RSV is a matching function. We now detail the
components of our framework.

4.1 External Resource E

An external resourceE contains concepts, dimensions, and the mapping
between them. Each concept can belong to one or more dimensions and
each dimension owns several concepts. The external resource is used in
the conceptual indexing to map a text into concepts. An external resource
is modeled by E = (C,M,ψ), where C is a set of concepts, M is a set of
dimensions, ψ is a mapping function that maps each concept c ∈ C into its
set of dimensions ψ(c).

C = {c1, · · · , cn}
M = {m1, · · · ,mk}
ψ : C → 2M
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FIGURE 3 – Semantic Dimension Matching : Document d and a query q
are splitted into dimensions (1, 2, 5) and (1, 4, 5), respectively, and each
dimension contains the concepts of d or q that belong to this dimension.
RSV (d, q) is a sum of the similarity for all shared dimensions (1, 5).

where ci is a concept in external resource E. mi is a dimension in E. 2M

is the power set of M .
For example, in UMLS, the concept C0796561 belongs to the follo-

wing two dimensions : ψ(C0796561) = {T121, T129}, where C0796561
corresponds the medical term “melanoma" and the dimensions T121 and
T129 correspond “Pharmacologic Substance" and “Immunologic Factor".

4.2 Query and Document Model

Conceptual indexing process converts documents and queries from their
original form (e.g. text, image, etc.) to another form, which can be easily
processed by machines. The conceptual indexing is the function :

ϕ:D ∪ {q} → 2C

where 2C is the power set of C. At this point, each document d ∈ D is
represented by a set of concepts dc = ϕ(d), and this is the first level of a
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document representation in our framework (concept-level). The same for
query q, it corresponds a set of concepts qc = ϕ(q).

The second level (dimension-level) aims to represent documents and
queries depending on dimensions. Dimensions can be extracted from the
external resource E using the function ϕ. For example, assume that a do-
cument d contains the two terms “Adrenal Cortex" and “Heart". In UMLS,
these two terms correspond two concepts, these two concepts have the
same dimension called :“Body Part, Organ". By applying the mapping
function ψ to each concept c ∈ dc in the document, we obtain the second
level dm of a document d as follows :

dm =
⋃
c∈dc

ψ(c)

In our framework, it is possible to look at documents and queries from
another point of view. A document d is a set of composed dimensions and
each composed dimension contains the document concepts from dc which
is mapped on to this dimension. Hence, we define :

dcm = {δ(dc,m)|m ∈ dm}

δ: 2C ×M → 2C

δ(x,m) = {c ∈ x|m ∈ ψ(c)}

So the function δ is used to partition document or query concepts into
composed dimensions.

We apply the same process used with documents, to queries. Therefore,
for a query q we have a set of concepts qc, a set of dimensions qm, and a
set of composed dimensions qcm. Concerning our two proposals, SLM is
applied to dc, qc and also to dm, qm. Wheres, SDM is applied to dcm and qcm.

4.3 Matching Model

According to the previous section, we represent documents and queries
by two semantic levels. These levels differ in their granularity or abstrac-
tion : a fine-grain level which is concept-level and a coarse-grain level
which is dimension-level.

According to our two proposals, there are two ways to computeRSV (d, q)
between a query q and a document d. Each of them differently takes ad-
vantage of semantic query and document structuring.
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4.3.1 Semantic Levels Matching (SLM)

In this proposal, to evaluate RSV (d, q) between a document d and a
query q, we take into account the similarity at concept-level computed bet-
ween dc and qc, and the similarity at dimension-level computed between
dm and qm. Then we combine these two similarities using equation 1.

RSVSLM(d, q) = α× Simc(dc, qc) + (1− α)× Simm(dm, qm) (1)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter and represents the importance of
each level : normalized concept-level similarity Simc(dc, qc), and norma-
lized dimension-level similarity Simm(dm, qm). These similarities Simc

and Simm can be computed using any IR model (e.g. language models or
BM25). Each concept ci ∈ dc or cj ∈ qc has a frequency reflecting its
count in d or q. In addition, each dimension mi ∈ dm or mj ∈ qm has a
frequency equals the sum of all concepts frequencies in this dimension.

4.3.2 Semantic Dimension Matching (SDM)

In this second proposal, each document is represented by a set of di-
mensions, and each dimension is described by a set of concepts. Thus, to
evaluate RSV (d, q) between a document d and a query q, we take into ac-
count the similarity of the shared dimensions between d and q. We combine
these similarities using equation 2.

RSVSDM(d, q) =
∑

mi∈dm∩qm
Sim(md

i ,m
q
i ) (2)

where the similarity Sim(md
i ,m

q
i ) can be computed using one of any IR

model (e.g. language models or BM25). These unnormalized similarities
mean that a document dimension, which has more shared concepts with its
correspondent query dimension, has a greater importance in the RSV. In
addition, as we do not divide this sum on the number of shared dimension
so the document which has more shared dimensions is more relevant in
this proposal.

5 Experiments

In this section, we validate our two proposals SLM and SDM against
the test collection CLEF 2011 and using the meta-thesaurus UMLS 2011.
First, we present the context of our validation and then we show and ana-
lyze the obtained results.
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FIGURE 4 – An example of case structure document from CLEF2011 col-
lection.

5.1 Validation Context

5.1.1 CLEFMed 2011

CLEF is Cross-Language Evaluation Forum, which is a yearly cam-
paign for evaluation of multilingual information retrieval since 2000. CLEF
concerns searching medical text and images depending on multilingual do-
cuments that contain text and images.

The test collection CLEF 2011 contains two collections : image-based
and case-based [8]. The goal of the image-based retrieval task is to retrieve
an ordered set of images from the collection that best meet the information
need specified as a textual statement and a set of sample images. The goal
of the case-based retrieval task is to return an ordered set of articles that
best meet the information need provided as a description of a “case".

Our validation is made on the case-based collection. The case-based
topics are reused from previous years. 10 topics are available based on
existing cases from the file Casimage. This file contains cases (including
images) from radiological practice that clinicians write mainly for using
them in teaching. The diagnosis and all information on the chosen treat-
ment were then removed from the cases so as to simulate the situation of
the clinician who has to diagnose the patient. In order to make the judging
more consistent, the relevance judges were provided with the original diag-
nosis for each case. Figure 4 shows an example of a case document. This
collection contains 55634 documents. The average document length in this
collection is 2594.49 words, where the average query length is 19.7 words.
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FIGURE 5 – MetaMap mapping example for the query "Superficial sprea-
ding melanoma on the ankle".

5.1.2 Conceptual Indexing

We use MetaMap 5 to do conceptual indexing operation. MetaMap is a
tool that, when given a piece of text, finds and returns the relevant UMLS
Metathesaurus concepts with this text. We also use UMLS 2011 as an ex-
ternal resource. UMLS contains concepts, these concepts are categorized
using two different possibilities of dimensions called : semantic groups
and semantic types. UMLS contains 16 different semantic groups and 135
semantic types. The difference between these two categorization is that
semantic groups are more abstract than semantic types. Therefore, by mo-
ving to concepts, the average document length in the collection is 5752.38
concepts, where the average query length is 57.5 concepts. As we see, the
average length in concepts is greater than words because it is normal to
map a word or a phrase into more than one concepts using MetaMap (no
disambiguation phase applied on MetaMap output and we do not use the
relation between concepts in matching phase). Figure 5 shows an example
of mapping a query Q using MetaMap.

5. Highly configurable program to map bio-medical text to the UMLS Metathesau-
rus :http ://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/.
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5.1.3 Matching Models

We use three models for computing the similarity between a document
and a query : Dirichlet (DIR), Jelinek-Mercer (JM), and BM25. Dirichlet
and Jelinek-Mercer are two variations of language models [11, 15]. Lan-
guage model is an up to date way for achieving matching process in in-
formation retrieval. This model represents new approach in information
retrieval, and it gives better performance than many of other information
retrieval models. One of the goals of our work is to experiment this model
on concepts, instead of text. BM25 is a probabilistic model in information
retrieval [14]. We used it to compare its results with previous two models,
and to enlarge our model test.

Adapting classical models in order to apply them to concepts is a pro-
blem recently discussed [1, 2]. However, our simple adaption is just, for
example if we talk about language modeling, we assume that query concepts
qc is generated by a probabilistic model based on document concepts dc.
Then, we have count(c, dc) the count of a concept c in a document d. |dc| is
the number of concept in d. |Cc| is the number of concepts in the collection.
p(c, Cc) is the collection language model for the concept c.

5.2 Results

In order to validate our two proposals for semantic query structuring,
we define the following three experiments :

– Validation without semantic query structuring (baseline) : there is no
structuring step for a query and a document, i.e. we only depend on
concepts to compute RSV between a document and a query .

– Validation using Semantic Levels Matching : we structure queries
and documents using our first proposal (SLM). In this experiment,
the dimensions have two possible categorizations from UMLS which
are semantic groups and semantic types.

– Validation using Semantic Dimension Matching : we structure que-
ries and a documents using our second proposal. We use in this expe-
riment UMLS semantic types as dimensions.

5.2.1 Validation without query structuring (baseline)

In this experiment, we leave queries and documents as a bag of concepts
without applying our semantic query structuring approach. Concepts are
extracted using MetaMap. We compute for each concept its frequency.
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Then, we compute the RSV between a document and a query using the
following IR models : Jelinek-Mercer, Dirichlet, BM25. This experimen-
tation serves as a baseline for our evaluation. The MAP (Mean Average
Precision) and the precision at 10 are used to evaluate the results Table 1.

Model MAP P@10

JM 0.1247 0.1600
Dir 0.1036 0.1500

BM25 0.0956 0.1400

TABLE 1 – MAP and P@10 of the three models, which are used in our
evaluation (Jelinek-Mercer, Dirichlet, BM25).

5.2.2 Validation Using Semantic Levels Matching (SLM)

In this second experiment, we use our first semantic structuring pro-
posal : SLM. Documents and queries are represented using two levels :
concept-level and dimension-level. These two levels are extracted using
MetaMap. Then we compute their frequencies. Frequency of a concept in a
document or a query is the number of times this concept appears in this do-
cument or query, where frequency of a dimension is the sum of all concepts
frequencies which belong to this dimension in a document or a query. In
this experiment, dimension can be one of two UMLS categorization :

– Using UMLS semantic groups as dimensions (SLM-SG) : we consi-
der UMLS semantic groups as dimensions. In order to compute the
RSV between a document and a query we use the equation 1, where
m is a UMLS semantic group in this case and Simc and Simm are
one of the following models : JM, Dir, and BM25. The results ob-
tained by different models are summarized in Table 2. This table
contains the value of MAP (Mean Average Precision) and the im-
provement regarding the baseline.
We notice by using UMLS semantic groups as dimensions, there is no
improvement obtained, because the distribution of semantic groups
over the test collection is uniform. In other words, all documents
nearly contain concepts from all groups as shown in Figure 6.

– Using UMLS semantic types as dimensions (SLM-ST) : we consider
UMLS semantic types as dimensions. In order to compute the RSV
between a document and a query, we also use the equation 1, where
m is a UMLS semantic type in this case and Simc and Simm are one
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Model Baseline SLM-SG Gain Baseline SLM-SG Gain
MAP MAP P@10 P@10

JM 0.1247 0.1256 +0.72% 0.1600 0.1600 0.0%
Dir 0.1036 0.1036 0.0% 0.1500 0.1500 0.0%

BM25 0.0956 0.0956 0.0% 0.1400 0.1400 0.0%

TABLE 2 – MAP improvement using UMLS semantic groups as dimension
with our first proposal : SLM.

FIGURE 6 – Semantic groups distribution. This histogram shows that
each document appears in all UMLS semantic groups or each document
contains all UMLS semantic groups. In other words, these semantic groups
are not able to discriminate the corpus.

of the following models : JM, Dir, and BM25. The results obtained
by different models are summarized in Table 3.
We notice by using UMLS semantic types as dimensions, there is
an improvement obtained, because the distribution of semantic types
over the test collection is less uniform than the distribution of seman-
tic groups as shown in Figure 7. This distribution gives the potential
for precision improvement. In addition, the α value plays an impor-
tant role in this improvement. It determines the importance of each
semantic level : concepts and dimensions in the matching process.
Figure 7 shows MAP changes with α changes. As concepts are less
abstract than semantic types, we should give a high value (close to 1)
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Model Baseline SLM-ST Gain Baseline SLM-ST Gain
MAP MAP P@10 P@10

JM 0.1247 0.1299* +4.17% 0.1600 0.1800 +12.5%
Dir 0.1036 0.1070 +3.28% 0.1500 0.1800 +20%

BM25 0.0956 0.1116 +16.73% 0.1400 0.1700 +22.22%

TABLE 3 – MAP and P@10 improvements using semantic types as dimen-
sions and our SLM proposal. * the best value in CLEF2011 campaign for
the case-based collection is 0.1297 [8].

for α in order to reflect the relative importance of concept-level com-
paring to dimension-level. For the results in Table 3, we fix α = 0.9.
In addition, α seems to be model independent and corpus dependent.

(a) Map changes for Jelinek-Mercer. (b) Map changes for Dirichlet.

(c) Map changes for BM25.

FIGURE 7 – MAP changes, using our first proposal Semantic Levels Mat-
ching and UMLS semantic types as dimensions, with different values of α
and with the three IR models (Jelinek-Mercer, Dirichlet, BM25).
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5.2.3 Validation Using Semantic Dimension Matching (SDM)

In this third experiment, we structure a query and a document using our
second proposal SDM. Therefore, a document and a query consist of a set
of dimensions and each dimension contains document or query concepts
which belong to this dimension. Here, we only use UMLS semantic types
as dimensions. However, we did not validate this proposal against UMLS
semantic groups, because they are uniformly distributed over our test col-
lection Figure 6. For computing RSV (d, q) between a document d and a
query q, we use the equation 2. Sim is one of the following models : JM,
Dir, and BM25. The results obtained are summarized in Table 4.

Model Baseline SDM-ST Gain Baseline SDM-ST Gain
MAP MAP P@10 P@10

JM 0.1247 0.1166 -6.57% 0.1600 0.0.1600 0.0%
Dir 0.1036 0.0791 -23.64% 0.1500 0.1100 -26.6%

BM25 0.0956 0.1043 +9.1% 0.1400 0.1600 +14.3%

TABLE 4 – MAP and P@10 improvements using semantic types as dimen-
sions and our semantic dimension matching proposal.

As we split documents into dimensions and use language model on
these dimensions, the results for Jelinek-Mercer and Dirichlet are less than
baseline. We think that language models give poor results for very short
documents. In other words, language models give a better probability es-
timation for long documents than short documents. In the other hand, the
results of BM25 is better than baseline.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a semantic query structuring framework for
replacing the flat representation of a query and a document by a structu-
red query and document in a specific domain. This approach aims to help
domain specialists in their searching task by providing more precise re-
sults. We propose two ways in order to take advantage of this structuring
approach : Semantic Levels Matching and Semantic Dimension Matching.

The best result obtained has about 17% improvement in MAP and 30%
in precision at the first five results . In addition, one of our result is bet-
ter than the best result obtained in CLEF2011 campaign for cased-based
collection [8]. The analysis of our results shows that the improvement in
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precision depends on the distribution of dimensions over the studied col-
lection and the granularity of these dimensions. Future work will focus on
validating our work to other test collections and other domains. Besides,
we will study the relation between the value of our tuning parameter α and
the properties of studied collections.
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